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n the Variational Approach to efinin 
on L-Shaped Regions 
Let 7rl: a = x0 -c x1 -c ... < ,v41 = b be a partition of the iatervel 
ZI = [a, b]l. For p > 1, let ,P(Zl , nl) be the set of po%ynomial spIines of 
degree 2~ - 1 defined on ml. Let F’“)[a, ti] = (-! 1 fQ-l’ is abs. cont., 
f(lil E L”[c, b]) and let Z:I denote the linear projector on F::‘)[n, b] wlmich 
associates with each f E F(p)[a, b) the unique element Z{j of s”“(I; ) x1) 
satisfying 
KfW = JW, i = o,..., !\,I-, 
(!,ij 
(Z:lf) (j)(s .) 2 = f @)f y .j, '1. i= 0,M; ,; = 0 ).'., p - i. 
It is weI1 known [4] that Z;j uniquely minimizes 
among ali v E PP)[a, b] satisfying 
c(xJ = f(xJ, i = O,..., M, 
(j.2) -, 
z:(j)(si) = f(")(xi), i = 0, M; j = O,...,p - i. 
Let R be the rectangle ZI x Lz = [a, b] x [c, &j and let T = nl x z-z be a 
partition of R into subrectangles. The previous result can be extended by 
tensor products obtaining a linear projector ZSp,’ with range 
having the property that the spline interpolant determined by this projector 
can be characterized by variational properties. 
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Let L be the L-shaped region shown below and let P-s)(L) be the class of 
all functions,fdefined on L with ftiaj’ continuous on L, 0 < i < r, 0 < j < s, 
where the superscripts indicate partial derivatives. Let S”P(L, Z-) denote the 
a a b 
FIGURE I 
subspace of piecewise polynomials, or splines, on n which are of degree 
2p - 1 in both variables and which belong to the class C(z”-2*eP-2)(L). The 
purpose of this paper is to determine a linear interpolation projector ITSL onto 
,P(L, n) having the property that the spline interpolant determined by this 
projector can be characterized by variational properties, thus providing an 
extension of the univariate result to L-shaped regions. This extension is 
achieved by noting that spline functions are representers of appropriate 
bounded linear functionals in an appropriate Hilbert space. It also depends 
in an essential way on the extension by tensor products of the univariate 
result to rectangles. Our construction of the projector lzSL provides an 
indication of how to proceed in the case of a more general rectangular 
polygon S? to determine a spline interpolant which can be characterized by 
variational properties. We include an outline of this extension in Section 6. 
The problem solved in this paper has also been considered in [2] and [6]. 
The authors of [2] were not able to find a linear interpolation projector onto 
S*“(L, Z-). The authors of [6] succeeded in finding such a projector, which is 
in fact simpler than the one determined here. Mowever, the interpolation 
scheme determined by their projector [6, Theorem 31 is unstable in the sense 
that spline interpolants to a smooth function need not converge as the mesh ?T 
is successively refined. For the bicubic case the authors of [6] succeeded 
[6, Theorem 91 in determining a stable interpolation scheme on an L-shaped 
region but their scheme is ad Izoc in the sense that it seems to provide no 
indication of how to proceed to determine stable interpolation schemes for 
higher degree splines or for other rectangular polygons. 
It also would not appear that the spline interpolants defined in [6] can be 
characterized by variational properties. In this author’s opinion, the 
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minimization property is an important property of odd-degree interpolatorg 
spliaes of one variable and should be preserved in any extension of the theory 
of these splines to more than one variable. For example, the minimization 
property for univariate splines immediately implies a best approximation 
property from which one can prove the uniform convergence of interpolatory 
splines of degree 2~) - I and their first p - i derivatives to moderatriy 
smooth functions. (See [l, Theorem 5.9.21.) As will be seen, the minimization 
properties obtained for spline interpolation on the rectangle and the .&&aped 
region also immediately imply best approximation properties from which 
one obtains analogous convergence results. (See 19, Theore-m 51.) 
We shall find it convenient to adopt a standard notation to use when 
referring to linear functionals associated with interpolation to derivative data.. 
We shall denote by 8:’ the rule which assigns the value /‘j!(z) to the function 
f E C(j)[Zj where Zis the interval of the real hne indicated by the context. For 
j = 0, we shall usually omit the superscript. 
2. SPLINES AS REPRESENTERS OF BOUXDED LINEAR FUNCTIONAL~ 
IN HILBERT SPACE 
In [S], de Boor and Lynch give general results concerning representers of 
bounded linear functionals in Hilbert space. We restate some of their results 
in the following 
LEMMA 1. Let H be a real Hilbert space. Let FL .’ 1’ = I,..., tl, be a~.;’ 
Eineariy independent set of II bounded linear jkcrionals d@red OIZ H. Let $, 
be the yepresenter of Fi, i = I,..., n, i.e., FJ’ = (JI 4J for f E H, and !ei 
S = (& ?.‘.? &J. Forf~ H let P,f be the orthogonalprojectioll2 offoato S. 73m 
We would like to relate the variational property of odd degree interpohltory 
splines to Lemma 1. To do this we define an inner product :;., .;,I on P(fi;[a, 61 
having the property that minimizing (a, z?>~ over all L’ E FV? , where FVf is the 
set of all z’ E F(“)[a, b] satisfying (1.31, is equivalent to minimizing (j ~2) over 
all z’ E v:. The inner product 
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has this property, and as was shown in [Sj, P$I, b] is a Hilbert space with 
respect o (2.1). Let S, be the subspace of representers with respect o (2.1) 
of the linear functionals 
A, = (S,,)~ u {s$‘>;-’ u (8;))f-l. (2.2) 
By Lemma 1, the orthogonal projection PsIfoffE P)[a, b] onto S, minimizes 
(0, u)~, or equivalently (1.2), among all u E W, . Thus Ps,f = I!J. This 
together with the fact that dim San(II, ~3 = dim S1 imphes that 
S1 = Szp(Il , 7rl), i.e., the subspace of representers S1 is identical to the 
subspace of splines SQ(I, , ml). This observation will be important in the 
extension of these results to rectangular polygons. 
3. EXTENSION BY TENSOR PRODUCTS TO RECTANGLES 
Let R = I, x I, = [a, b] x [c, Lt]. We define a norm on Rp,” = 
F(@[a, b] @ P’)[c, 4 and then complete R3.P with respect to this norm to 
obtain a Hilbert space. First, F(@[c, d] is a Hilbert space with respect o the 
inner product 
For f E RP,Y, we have the expansion 
where T,, 2, is the linear projector onto gpsP1, the space of polynomials of 
degree p - 1 or less, defined by 
(Ta,,f)W = zp (PW (y)‘) (3.3) 
and TC9, is defined similarly. Thus 
(f, g) = E 81 + 1 1 f’i,% c> Pik c> (3.4) 
%P ia 
where 
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is an inner product on R”,p. Note that [f, f]“” 1, ~ a seminorm with null space 
PD-! Q PD.-I . In [8] it is shown that the completion Rgp of RJ’zP with respect 
to (3.4) is the class of functions with the properties: 
f’i,” E C[R], i <P, .i < PY 
~Sf)f(~-‘~~) is abs. cont., 8Li)f(‘,‘) E L’[a, t;j: ,j = a,..., p - I> 
$if)f(O,P--l) is abs. cont., ,2)f(“,8) g ~“jc, d], r’ = o,...,p - 1, 
f(P-l,P--l) is abs. cont., f iP,zi) E L”[R]. 
For the partitions z-~: a = x0 < x1 < ... -c x,\~ = b and TV: c = j?, < 
~9~ < ... < yzj = rl, we consider the set of linear functionais A defined by 
A = (A @ p ( h E A, ) p E r&j (3.6) 
where A, is the set of linear functionals on F(“)[n, b] defined by (2.2) 2nd ;‘& is 
the set of Linear functionals on P”)[c, d] defined by 
A, = {6,5): u (Sfjjp-” u {8$f-“. (3.7) 
With 7-r = or @ 7i-.‘, let I$*’ = Izl @ I:> be the &ear projector onto SQ-‘(R, T) 
where -IfI is the linear projector onto .P(I, , or) defined by (1.1) and I$, is 
defined sinrilarly. We remark that the spline interpolant determined by I$” is 
just the bicubic spline of [3]. 
Pnmf. First we note that because of the structure of the inner product 
(3.4) minimizing [c, 271 among all .L? E r is equivalent to minimizing (2, L’j 
among a!1 z’ E I’. By Lemma 1, the function that minimizes (~7, U> among all 
21 E T is the unique element in S, the subspace spanned by the representers ot 
the set A, which belongs to lT Let h = h, @ h, E i.1 and suppose 4 is the 
representer of h with respect to (3.4), 4, is the representer of A, with respect 
to (2.11, and c#~ is the respresenter of A, with respect to (3.lj. Then for slZ 
CE RP.Y 
.I 
,!s= h,(h,“f) = &f, 4 21 = <<f> qG2ir) 5 41>1 = (f, A$&i 
where the subscript indicates that the inner product is taken with respect to J’ 
for fixed X. But since Rr’,n is dense in Rg.“, ;if = (f; 4,&j holds for ail 
_f s Rg3” and #J = +1~i. 
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This, together with the discussion following Lemma 1, implies that 
S = S”“(R, n) and the theorem is proved. 
Remark. The inner product (2.1) is not the only inner product involving 
J ; f’“‘(x) g(P)(x) dx
which can be defined on the linear space P)[a, b] to make it a Hilbert space. 
Clearly the set of functionals {6~‘}~-1 in the finite sum can be replaced by any 
subset {G,),P of A., , which are linearly independent over Ppsel. This 
replacement in (2.1) has no effect on the variational problem which character- 
izes 1z1 g, g E P)[a, b]. It does, however, affect the variational problem of 
Theorem 1 in that the substitution of {GJ; for (6, ,,, (i)~P-l results in a change in 
[u, v]. Thus I$“f, j-E Kg”, can be characterized by a finite set of similar 
variational problems. 
4. EXTENSION TO L-SHAPED REGIONS 
Let L be the L-shaped region of Fig. 1. Let L”,p be the class of functions 
with the properties 
f’i*” E C[L], i < P, .i < P, 
8~)fcD-1so) is abs. cont., 8f’j(‘,” E L”[a, b], j = o,...,p - 1, 
(4.1) 
8(i)f(osa-1) is abs. cont., 8f’f(‘,‘) E L”[c, cl], a i=O ,...,p - 1, 
f(P-1.9-l) is abs. cont. on Ri, f(p,p) E Lz[R,l, i= 1,2,3. 
where RI = [a, a] @ [p, d], R2 = [a, a] 0 [c, PI, R3 = [a, bl 0 [c, PI. 
We now show that Ln%p is a Hilbert space with respect o the inner product 
(4.2) 
where 
+ 1 Jd f (i,@(a, y) g(i,“)(a, y) dy. 
z‘<p c 
With 
T = CT,,, 0 1) + (1 0 &,3 - CT,,, 0 T&J (4.4) 
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the “blend” of T&;,, with Tp,B , we define the map E on Lj’sl’ by 
Since for all f E LP,P 
(Tfpy,, y> = f(f,o)(+ yj, O<iSlp--l, J’ E r/3, ri’;, 
(T~f)‘OJ(X, p) = p-yx, B), 0 <j Ql -- I, X E [XI b], 
E.f”sjj E C[R], i < p, j < p and E has range in I?:“. PJote that Tf* is an 
example of a blended interpolant introduced by Gordon [7]. Since (EJJ”,” = 0 
on R,L, (3.2) is an inner product on L psp~ Hence E is a Iinear, inner product 
preserving map having as a left inverse the linear and norm reducing map F 
given by 
Ff = f ’ L . 
Therefore L”,” is a Hilbert space with respect to (4.2), LO*” being isomorphic 
to the closed subspace E[Lp.p] of Rg,I’. 
Our objective is to find a set A of linear functionak with the property that 
the linear projector I:,, onto P(L, 7~) determined by ~82’ has the property 
that forf~ Lpsg, I:,, f uniquely minimizes ]z!, c] * among a31 2: f LDaP satisfying 
pu z==z ,uf, all p E ,dF. 
Were YT denotes the restriction of the partition or 13 7;2 to L. We assume 
x = xJfl and ,O = xnrI . In [6] it is shown that 
dimP(L, Z-) = IIZ = K + 2(y - l)(M + N -+ 2) + 4(p - Ii” (4.6) 
where Kis the total number of mesh points. Lemma 1 shows that it is su&ieni 
to choose II: linear functionals defined on Lp,p with the property that their 
representers span S’“(L, T). 
Let h be a bounded linear functional on RF’ ’ wtth representer 9. Then AE :s 
a linear functional on Lo*“. In addition 
W?j == wf) = cc.f, $1 = cf, 9 I& 3 all SE Lfl,“. (2.7) 
Thus hE has representer 4 IL I This implies that the set of functionals 
A, = (hE ! A E 111 (4.8j 
all have their representers in S’“(L, r). We choose A! to be a subset of vz 
elements of A, whose representers span S’“(L, n); or what is the same thing, 
a subset of nz elements of A, which are linearly independent over LPsn. 
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Let Q be the linear projector on R2P with range E[LQ,D] defined by 
Q = EF. 
As Q is also norm reducing, Q is in fact the orthogonal projector of RF” onto 
E[Ln,p]. The set of linear functionals 
J&‘~ = {XE j X E 11 and hQ = h) (4.9) 
is clearly linearly independent over L fl,p. The set J&‘,, includes the functionals 
associated with: (i) interpolation to values at each mesh point of L; (ii) inter- 
polation to the first p - 1 normal derivatives at each boundary mesh point 
of L which is also on the boundary of R; and (iii) interpolation to cross- 
derivatives at the three corners of L which are also corners of R. 
Now let 11’ be the subset of fl containing the functionals 
SF) 0 SVj ) i = l,...,p - 1; j = Nl + l,..., N, 
S,< @ sy, i = Ml + l,..., M; j = l,...,p - 1, (4. IO) 
sp @ sy, i = l,...,p - 1; j = l,...,p - 1. 
We take as the remaining functionals 
Al = (XE [ h E A’}. 
It is straightforward to check that the set of m elements of 11, 
A! = J2i!() u A1 
is linearly independent over LP,*. 
This proves 
(4.11) 
(4.12) 
THEOREM 2. There exists a linear psojector I:L on Lp*P with range P(L, n) 
which associates with each f E: L p*p the .mique element I., f in P(L, 5~) 
sa tisf)Gng 
PEA = Pf, Cl11 p E dfil 
where JZ is the set of linear functionals defined by (4.12). Moreover, I&f 
uniquely minimizes [v, v]* among all 
We conclude this section with the remark that if the functionals {Sf)j;-l, 
(or {6~‘}~-1), are replaced in (2.1) and (4.2) by the set (Gi}F , ({c?~]:), where 
{G,}$’ , ({G,}:), is any subset of p linear functionals of the set (S~)}~-” u {S,i)y, 
-@!,i’>t--’ ii {S,.):), which are linearly independent over 8,-, ) the methods 
of this section iive the same linear projector Iz,L . Thus the spIine intterpo!sct 
I:LJ’, like I$‘f on the rectangle, is actually characterized by a finite see ef 
similar variational problems. 
The linear projector I:,, of Theorem 2 is given by isi)? and (LQ)~ where {q-ij;li 
is any basis for P’(L, T) and (,ui>r is any set of PZ functionals which span JT; 
i.e., for anyfE Ll’,p, 1;4LJ can be determined by solving the linear system 
The purpose of this section is to replace the complicated set of functionals A&‘. 
by a simpler set Al’ so that A?’ is spanned by the set -Hc u A?~‘. For clarity 
we restrict ourselves to the bicubic case (p = 2). Similar simplificatiorbs can 
be made for general p. 
Thus the ,uLka re defined by 
We take dZ1’ to be the set 
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6. EXTENSION TO GENERAL RECTANGULAR POLYGONS 
Let 9? be a rectangular polygon contained in the rectangle R = 
[a, b] x [c, 4. In this section it will be convenient o define a slightly different 
inner product on R”3” than was used in Section 3. On RDsn we define the inner 
product 
where 
[f, g] = J:” If-)(x, y) g(p,p)(x, y) dx dy + i fbf(p,O)(x, 4;J g’“,O’(x, jj) dx 
j-=1 *Q 
where the Xi and yj are chosen so that (Xi , jj) E d, 1 < i,,j < p. We complete 
RJ’*” with respect to (6.1) to obtain a Hilbert space RF” having the same 
properties as the Hilbert space of Section 3 except for minor changes caused 
by the fact that the single integrals in (6.2) are different from those in (3.5). 
We define the class of functions 1 J,P,P having properties analogous to the 
class of functions Ln:l-’ of Section 4 with minor modifications dictated by the 
changed inner product for R g” The idea behind our particular choice of the . 
class of functions 9?p,P is that we will want to define an extension map E on 
functions in ~P,P, which is similar to what was done in the case of the 
L-shaped region L, with the property that E[9%“] C RF”. 
Let E be the linear map on gp,p given by 
where V is a linear map with the property that E[9n.P] C Rc’. Note that 
this requires 
iY’(Vf) 8f --_--A 
%n” an” ’ i = O,..., p - 1, 
on a%? n a(R\%?), where 81811 denotes the normal derivative. On Bp,p we 
define the inner product 
(f, d* = (Ef, Ed. (6.4) 
We say that E defines a minimalextension of 2. J p-p ifits left inverse F defined by 
Ff = F1.e 
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is norm reducing. The author suspects that for alI rectangular poiygons the 
minimal extension E just defined is unique. We shall give examples of minimal 
extensions for several regions but first we show how the idea of a minim.a% 
extension can be used to define a linear projector with range .PJ(~B’, n) where 
r denotes a rectangular mesh defined on Ii whicn contains the lines s = Xri f 
i=l ,..., p, and JJ = Jj, j = l,..., p. We make the additional assumption 
that dim s”“(& n) < dim s”p(R, Z-). See [6], Section 3 for a discussion of 
this restriction. Our construction parallels that for the projector I:,, ~ 
By construction .gp,p is a Hilbert space with respect o the inner product 
(6.4), Let PI = dim ,P(Z, ST). We want to determine ,VI linear functionals on 
S!p*p with the property that their representers pan P(.3?, n). Let E be a 
minimai extension. Let Q be the linear projector on RF” with range E;2?*).ji] 
defined by 
Q = EF. 
Then as F is norm reducing and E is norm preserving, Q is the orthogonal 
projector onto E[2p-p]. Let h be a bounded linear functional on I?$” with 
representer 4. Then hE is a bounded linear functional on S2~~D. Let.fE :+?~,;‘~ 
then 
hEf = AE(FE)f = XQEf = @EL 4) 
.= (Ef. Q$) = (Ef, E(F&j = ($, F#), . (6.5) 
Therefore it is sufficient o choose IE linearly independent functionals {J~~~~’ 
from the set 
(XEIAEA) 
where I 1 is the set of linear functionais on 3:” whose representers are in 
SQ(R, r). Applying Lemma 1 once more the linear projection I,“.$.: of 
.f E 20,~ ontc ,P(.%, rr) determined by the {pLiyF u~ique~~l minimizes [r:, P] ,* .= 
{EC, Er] among all !I E @F,p satisfying 
piv = /-%f, i = l,..., m. 
As an illustration we first consider the U-shaped region ii of Fig. 2. 
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We assume that the points (a,}: are all contained in [a, aI] u [a, , 61 and that 
the points { pj)F are all contained in the interval [c, /3]. Let V be the linear map 
given by 
v = (K1,,,,l, 0 1) + (1 @ G,,) - (K,,cQ,, 0 TO,,) (6.6) 
where K1+, g is the Hermite intepolating polynomial of degree 2p - 1 
interpolating g E ~("-~)[a., , ax] at 0~~ and 01~ . By Theorem 3 of [7], V’with V 
given by (6.6) minimizes 
among all functions z’ E R"*P satisfying 
aiv aiy 
ani =., i?FP i = o,...,p - 1. 
on 8U n a(R\U). Thus the left inverse F of the extension E with V given by 
(6.6) is norm reducing and thus E is a minimal extension of Up,g to lCz:p. 
Note that if any of the {Xi}: are chosen to be in the interval (01~) CQ), the 
determination of the minimal extension is considerably more difficult since 
then some of the single integrals in the inner product (Ef, Ef) will depend 
upon VJ In fact, the author does not know how to determine the minimal 
extension in this case. As an example of a rectangular polygon where this 
type of complication is unavoidable, consider Fig. 3. 
d ----- 
c L------ 
Cl b 
FIGURE 3 
0 "I a2 b 
FIGURE 4 
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We consider one final example which illustrates the way to find the minima! 
extension in a case where R/23? is not a rectangle or a disjoint set of rectangles 
as is the case for a T- or H-shaped region. (The determination of the minimai 
extension for these two regions is essentially the same as for an L or U-shaped 
region.> Let 22 be the rectangular polygon of Fig. 4. We assume thar the 
points (Fi>T are chosen to lie in the interval [cr, CQ] and that the { yj)p ax 
chosen to lie in the interval [c- /II]. Let Y be the linear ma9 given by 
Then as the extension map E with V given by (6.7) has the propercy that 
E[~?o.P] C RgP and 
E must be a minimal extension for the region 22 of Fig. 4. 
Note that the map E is already becoming quite complicated and likewise 
the linear functionals used to define the linear prop ‘ector Ii,,% . Thus the ailthor 
concludes that the. variational approach to defining splines is of practical 
value only in the case of simple rectangular polygons, 
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